Former president passes away
John T. Wahlquist, president of SJSU from
1952 through 1964, passed away Wednesday,
at age 91.
Below

Smoking ban gains approval
Pending appoval from President Fullerton, a
resolution could ban smoking in SJSU office
buildings. Below
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Jammers fall to Omaha Racers

He’s Americanized

The last place San Jose Jammers lost to the
division leading Omaha Racers 140-127, in a
fast-paced shootout Friday night at the Event
Center. Page 7

Martin Kuuskmann, an Estonian
studying music at SJSU, says he has
easily assimilated into American
society . Kuuskman is quick to point
out that he is not a Soviet but from the
province of Estonia.

Cocteau Twins dazzle Event Center
TheScottish trio, Cocteau Twins, emerged
from a cloud of dry ice Sunday night to light up
the crowd at the Event Center. Page 8
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Weather
High clouds throughout the day.
Low of 36 with a high of 60.
Increasing clouds at night.
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Fullerton postpones $20 add/drop fee until fall
Faculty advisement
caused reversal of
current fee policy
By Edwin Acevedo
Daily staff writer

SJSU President Gail Fullerton responded
Monday to an Academic Senate resolution
by putting the $20 add/drop fee on hold
until fall 1991.
The one-time fee would have charged an
additional $20 to students who wanted to

add or drop a class during the Class Schedule Adjustment period from Jan. 28 to Feb.
15.
The resolution asked to eliminate the fee,
but Fullerton said the fee would be reexamined after the spring 1991 semester,
the debut semester for Touch-SJSU registration.
Academic Senate Chairman John Galm
thanked Fullerton on behalf of the Senate
during the meeting in the Engineering
Building. He said he was pleased that
Fullerton is concerned about what the Academic Senate thinks.
Afterward, Galm said the Senate still
wants to eliminate the fee altogether, but

added that Fullenon’s announcement was a
"reasonable response, depending on the
number of adds and drops."
The Senate will wait and see how many
students add and drop classes with TouchSJSU registration before pursuing any further action.
The fee was necessary to stop the high
number of students who add or drop classes
after the first day of the semester. Fullerton
said. For Fall 1990 the Admissions and
Records office reported 90.205 add and
drop transactions.
Out of the 30.338 students that registered
this fall, 24,757 added or dropped a class,
said Ed Chambers. associate executive vice

president of Admissions and Records. The
result was more paperwork and stress for
the Admissions and Records staff.
Several students sign up for many classes, dropping what they don’t want and
adding what they do want. Fullerton said.
The fee would serve as a deterrent and control the number of students that add and
drop classes.
"If students sign up for more classes than
they plan to take, then other students are
lett with no classes at all," Fullerton said.
"If Touch-SJSU registration succeeds, we’ll
eliminate the problem and sec the volume
(of adds and drops) come down.
"We’ll reassess the fee after the Spring to

see if there was a reduction," she added.
"There’s no specific magic number, but
97,000 (the total for fall 1989) is too
many."
If Touch-SJSU registration is successful
and the number of adds and drops decreases in the spring, the fee may not take effect
in the fall, said Todd Layering. A.S. director of community affairs. He urged students
to use Touch-SJSU and not add or drop
classes after the semester begins.
Fullerton said she came to the decision
after receiving a Senate resolution and discussing it with Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans and Academic Vice President Arlene Okerlund.

Gay couple crashes dance after instructor bans homosexuals
By Nick Fisher
Daily staff writer

Paul Krug and Ted Comerford,
grasping each other’s hand,
marched toward the front door of
the women’s gym as ballroom
music played, green lights flashed
and heterosexual couples danced
inside.
The uninvited, homosexual couple crashed a student dance sponsored by Professor Tom O’Neill’s
social dance class Saturday night.
Krug. a senior, was told in
O’Neill’s class on Thursday that
men should not come to the dance
with men. Krug, along with Comerford and others not in the dance
class, were there to protest
O’Neill’s instructions.
O’Neill said it would be "inappropriate and unacceptable for gay
couples to be here," according to
Krug. "You can come in a group, or
you can bring a guy, unless you’re
a guy. Those were its Vtt)i US."
O’Neill admitted to giving those
instructions to his class Thursday.
"I’m pretty hetero, always have
been," O’Neill said in an office in
the outer corridor of the women’s
gym. "To me. 1 find (homosexuality) repugnant, but that’s my hangup. I don’t encourage it here, but
it’s never conic up before."
Krug and Comerford, however,
were not prevented from coming
into the gym and dancing. After
they passed the reception table,
they went to the floor and danced
with each other chest to chest They

were met with a few odd stares.
O’Neill said he did not notice the
couple come in, but said he would
not ask them to leave.
"It’s just not my thing." he said.
"But if people want to do it, that’s
up to them."
Krug was glad that he was not
asked to leave and that other students at the dance did not do anything to make him uncomfortable,
Krug said.
Lena Fine, who was attending
the dance but is not an SJSU student, said, "Everyone should be
able to do what they want, and 1
don’t see anything wrong with guys
dancing with guys."
Comerford, who accompanied
Krug, likened his role going into
the dance to that of an "American
fighter pilot going in on Baghdad."
"When we go to dance, we should
be allowed to dance with who we
want to dance with," he said.
O’Neill’s instructions that men
should not dance with men were
not just limited to Saturday night’s
dance. He does not allow men to
dance with men in his class. lie
does, however, let women dance
with women.
Pan of the reason O’Neill has
this policy is because it is easier to
teach the men to lead and the
women to follow rather than teach
all of them both steps, O’Neill said.
Krug said he recognizes the
practicality of that but still doesn’t
approve of the policy.
"We’re at a university," Krug said.

Ex-chief Wahlquist
dies in Utah at 91
John T. Wahlquist, president
of SJSU when much of the campus changed to its present look,
passed away in Ogden, Utah on
Wednesday.
He was 91.
Mr. Wahlquist oversaw the
uniVS13;ty IloisS April 1952 to
September of 1964. During that
time enrollment jumped from
6.480 to 19,450. The campus
also expanded from the square
bounded by Fourth, Seventh,
San Fernando and San Carlos
Streets to its current size bordering Thnth and San Salvador.
The campus also added 25
buildings -- at the time a $50
million project.
Some of the buildings include
six residence halls, administration, the San Jose Airport extension and the classroom/library
building in the northwest corner
of the campus which bears his
name.
SJSU’s current president, Gail
Fullerton, was on the faculty the
last year of Mr. Wahlquist’s
term. She remembers him as "a
large. dignified man who had a
commanding presence. He was a

tar seeing man well ahead of his
time who was good at impleMr.
menting his plans."
Wahlquist. born Sept. 10, 1899
in Heber, Utah, received B.S.
and M.S. from the University of
Utah. He received his Ph.D.
from the University of Cincinnati.
He was recruited for ;h.: pru;ident’s position following stints
as the Dean of the School of
Education at Utah University.
The strain of the job was one
reason Mr. Wahlquist gave for
stepping down after 12 years.
He was hospitalized once during
his tenure with a bleeding ulcer
and spent several days in intensive care.
After retiring at age 65, he
continued to teach FOMC graduate -level courses in education
and served in the capacity of
President Emeritus.
Mr. Wahlquist was also a frequently published author specializing in educational research.
He had been published in Colliers Encyclopedia, and his book
"The Philosophy of American
Education," sold over 1181,0181
See CHIEF, page 3

Professor Tom O’Neill
LEFT
dances with student Lethu Ngo.
Dance student Paul Krug
BELOW
dances with partner Ted Comerford.
Ann NelsonDa:, .1=1t photgrapher

"He shouldn’t be promoting that kind
of discriminatory sentiment in a
classniont It’s inappropriate."
Asked if he would change his
class policy of not allowing men to
dance with men, O’Neill said he
was not sure and would have to

think about ii.
Krug said he thinks O’Neill
should change the policy.
"I’m comfortable and open being
a gay student on campus and yet
even I felt extremely intimidated to
say anything in class." Krug said.

"He’s promoting a homophobia in
the cla.s.s and he’s letting an attitude
go by that says it’s okay by making
comments all the time."
Krug said he plans to fil a complaint against O’Neill.
O’Neill. a retired professor

teaching part-time, said next
semester will probably be his last
semester here. He retired as a
swimming coach last may and was
asked to teach the dance class
because there was no one else to
teach it. O’Neill said.

Senate reviews new anti-smoking policy
By Adam Steinhauer
Daly staff write(
SJSU faculty, staff and administrators may
soon be forbidden from smoking inside their
offices.
An Academic Senate resolution. passed Monday and awaiting approval by SJSU President
Gail Fullerton, would ban smoking from all
SJSU buildings except for campus dining facilitics, the residence halls, Spartan Village and
Spartan Stadium.
"The university has an obligation to provide a
healthy atmosphere." Academic Senator David
Mesher said,
Mesher. an English prolessoi. spoi". W tin;
Academic Senate in favor of an even nitre wingent policy that would have banned smoking

ounloors at places where people are working.
J. Handel Evans. SJSU executive vice-president, spoke against the stricter policy.
"At present time, most people who smoke in
these buildings find places outside." Evans said.
With a ban on smoking at outdoor work stations.
"We now have this singular problem of four or
five people sluing on a bench smoking and
watching a groundsman who cannot smoke."
Peter Buzanski, the academic senator who
chaired the committee that presented the policy,
responded to Evans.
"The groundsman (who smokes) is not
offending anyone unless he ;a working with a
colleague who does not smoke," he said,
Before passing the policy. the Academic SenMC amended it to allow smoking outdoors all

over the ,.ititru.,le,i,::. I tutanski’s opposition.
"There is a group of employees who are
required to work outdoors," Buzanski said.
"Some of these individuals have asked specificatty to work in a smoke -free environment.
Under state law, they are entitled to that environment. What we are trying to do is implement
state law."
The policy will not take affect unless Fullerton approves it. Fullerton was unavailable for
comment after the meeting but was present durinn the Academic Senate’s discussion.
Even without the amendment, the policy was
significantly watered down since its tirst dran
which, if passed, would have banned smoking
everywhere on campus.
See SMOKE page .3

Health center doctor dies at home
Skin care specialist on
campus was ’well -liked
by students and staff’
Dr. Clinton Beim!, an expert in
skin problems and a physician for
eight years in the Health Center.
died Nov. 14. He was 66 years old.
Dr. Beim died suddenly after
collapsing in the early morning
hours at his home.
"He was well liked by students
and staff he was always a cheerful man. He was never without a
smile," said Dr. Robert Latta. MAOdate director of Student health Services.

Dr. Home s% s a dermatology
consultant for the Health Centtr at
the time of his death after retiring
front full-time duty in 1988. He
started his full-time work in 1981
as one of the staff doctors.
Although specializing in skin problems, he treated a full range of admous.
"We sec a lot of skin problems at
the health clinic, all different types.
When you come across a difficult
case or a hard diagnosis it’s nice to
have a specialist to call in. Dr.
Beime was that for us." Lana said.
Dr. Beim earned his medical
degree at Creighton Medical
School where he v4 as trained in

internal medicine and proceeded to
practice dermatology for 25 years at
the University of California at San
Francisco Medical Center. Ile
helped endow both Creighton and
UCSE
He was also on active duty in the
Air Forte and was a colonel in the
Air Force reserves.
As a carpentry hobbyist. Dr.
Borne spent time remodeling his
home and working with his hands.
The Student Health Service Special Fund is accepting donations in
Dr. Beime’s memory. The money
will be used to help needy students.
- -Lawrence). Sahsbury

( Iiiiton Beirne
. eve It in skin problems
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EDITORIAL

CAMPUS VOICE ROY CHRISTMAN

Patience key in gulf crisis

BA5 NEWS
term gain, treats the environment as a free
When I was much younger I good, and constantly needs to expand. The
thoughtnaivelythat nations and joys of consuming are constantly put
people would change their policies when before us; at San Jose State almost every
they became aware of global classroom bulletin board is covered with
environmental problems. I no longer credit card ads. It is common knowledge
believe that.
that happiness comes with owning lots of
Here’s what will happen: People will stuff, preferably bigger faster stuff.
adjust to diminished lives. We already
American political leaders, like
accept increases in sun induced skin cancer. We adapt
to overcrowding, visible air.
pungent water. Our response
to global warming is to plan
dikes to hold back the rising
ocean.
The movie "Blade Runner"
provides us with a glimpse of
our
possible
future.
Technological marvels and
individual wealth coexist with
ecological nightmares and societal American business leaders, emphasize
disasters. Actually, that last sentence fairly short term payoffs. Neither candidates nor
voters want to hear about costs, sacrifices,
well fits present day realities.
Without much effort the average San or limits. Environmental payoffs are
Jose State student can list five to ten major usually long term, diffuse, and potential.
environmental problems. Nevertheless, and therefore unattractive.
Machiavelli said that if a proposed
policies won’t change. We can’t even
eliminate styrofoam in Spartan Shops. policy change takes away existing benefits
Three obstacles stand in the way of from one group of people while providing
needed reformsthe economic system, future benefits to others, the people who
will lose their benefits will fight harder
the political system, and the culture.
While we celebrate the free market because they know exactly what they will
victory over planned economies, let us lose. The chemical companies and
also reflect that the free market as agribusiness knew what they would lose
practiced in the U.S. emphasizes short from "Big Green," while the benefits for

gravity of the Persian

The
Gulf crisis demands tough
political decisions.
Granted, the United States isn’t
exactly consistent in its foreign
relations policies (El Salvador, Israel
and even Iraq are testimonial). Now
the United States must decide
whether to be reactionary or
offensive to Saddam Hussein, a man
who received a large portion of his
military power from the United
States.
Until we as a nation adopt an
energy policy where we are forced to
use less petroleum we must rely on
the turbulent Middle East for the
bulk of our oil supply.
For the meantime, we are caught
in a desert sand trap waiting for
something to bail us out. We believe
the recent United Nations decision,
sanctioning a military offensive

against Iraq, is a step in the right
direction.
We applaud the recent U.N.
resolution as a symbol, not as a
warrant to attack. The fact that the
U.N. Security Council has voted in
favor of only one other similar
resolution in the past, ratifying the
use of force in the Korean War, gives
it much more weight. The recent
Iraqi decision to sit and try to
negotiate a peaceful solution, we
feel, was not an accident, but a result
of the U.N. deadline.
Whether Hussein cowers by
Jan. 15 or not, the U.S.
should not strike an
offensive. American lives are not
worth risking for a drop in gasoline
prices. For now, let’s stick with the
economic sanctions and all try to
exercise some patience.

The joys of consuming are
constantly put before us; at San
Jose State almost every
classroom bulletin board is
covered with credit card ads.

REPORTER’S FORUM
ANGUS KLEIN

Fighting ignorance
before our enemy

fromay, ituotit! -ThtliceRCAU,11-1E
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Responses and rebuttals
MEChA speaks out
Editor.
This is in response to the letter to the
editor by Butch Hutchinson which
appeared on Nov.21. 1990. On behalf of
MEChA we want to thank Butch
Hutchinson for acknowledging our
leadership ability.
We recognize that the university’s
responsibility to its students is to prepare
students to play a role in developing
society. and in that context we are all
leaders.
Secondly. we recognize as many
people, that we do indeed live in a
multicultural, multinational, and
multilingual society in California and in
this context it is not wrong for African
Americans to wear the Africa medallion
and it is not wrong for Vietnamese to
speak their native language.
When Chicano/Latino students raise the
issue of racism in the educational system.
Chicano/Latino students do it in the
context to better the educational
atmosphere
for
all
students.
Chicano/Latino students and students of
color demand respect and equality, not
sameness.

that all people be the same cannot
realistically happen. It is not wrong for
people to be proud of their nationality,
where they come from and/or the
language(s) they speak.
White students should not be offended
by students of color being proud of who
they are, no one is asking White students
to give up their identity, we are asking
people to respect us for who we are and
not to deny us our right to our national
pride and identity.
It is all our responsibility to ensure an
atmosphere on campus where all students
can feel comfortable in order to obtain the
goal of graduating with a degree. When
incidents happen on campus, then we all
have to take the responsibility to correct
it.
With the different incidents which have
occurred this semester. MEChA, with
other students of color and organizations.
took on the responsibility to work with the
university community to address the
issues confronting all of us. We must
prepare all students to play a positive role
in society once they graduate from San
Jose State.

We all come from different experiences.
cultures, and languages and to demand

Maria Rios
English
MEChA media representative

the rest of us were in the future. They
fought harder. Environmental ilisues are
supported politically up to the point where
a cost is involved.
Late 20th century culture is also a
disaster for the environment. We
emphasize immediate and personal
gratification. Like the revelers in Poe’s
story, we party down while the plague
rages just outside the door. A
college education makes us
even worse. According to
sociologist Amitai Etzioni,
surveys have found that the
average college freshman is
more altruistic than the
average college senior.
The average college senior
has another problemthe
vision thing. Our society
seems unable to envision
alternatives to the present reality. We
might be able to change the economic
system. overcome political inertia, and
transform the culture if we had a vision of
our possibilities. Never having seen a
clapper rail, or walked in fields full of
butterflies. or lived an unencumbered life
in harmony with nature and fellow
humans, we can t imagine alternative
scenarios. What is is what must be.
Removed from nature. we won’t even
know when it’s gone.

I have a hard time respecting people end the Great Depression. WW II saved
who take face value answers to our asses because the mass production
complicated subjects and an even harder of weapons was the operative means to
time respecting those who delight in generate jobs and in turn spawn the
their complete indifference to significant motion of money in the economy.
subjects.
Now, that scenario has evolved into
Unfortunately, our society has an an impossibility as we possess more
ability to numb each other from than enough firepower and the prospect
knowledge. This numbing can be seen of a long drawn out war is unlikely.
in the reactions of people to the Persian
A major war would reap no
Gulf crisis. The general populace seems immediate benefits to our economy.
to be overwhelmingly and often blindly with the possible exception of a short
supportive of Operation Desert Shield.
boost that would be an illusion of
In several instances since the prosperity. It would push the deficit
movement began, I have had higher, resulting in the possibility of
conversations with fellow students about further cuts in. among other vital areas,
their stance on the crisis and have left education.
fearful that their minds will never regain
The motivation for our presence,
feeling. While relaxing on the lawn in contrary to what a woman I spoke to in
front of Tower Hall a few weeks ago I the Student Union believes, has nothing
entered into a conversation with a to do with our administration’s "deep
student who felt a full -out war would moral commitments." In reality, we’re
help the United States curb the not there to protect Kuwait. we’re their
hardships of the coming recession, if it’s to protect our economic interests.
not already here.
Some of our economic interests are
It’s frightening to think that he was hidden. Obviously we want to see that
supporting the sacrifice of the lives of Saddam Hussein fails in his quest to
thousands of fellow countrymen and control a disturbing percentage of the
countrywomen to raise his standard of world’s oil production, a development
living a few small notches.
that could have devastating effects on
He was also just plain wrong. This era the U.S. economy.
bears no semblance to the late ’30s and
There are other matters that concern
early ’40s when President Roosevelt our administration, however, concerns
saw the second world war as a means to that are longer-term and well planned by

Charges unfounded
Editor,
I would like to make a few comments
on the article "A.S. President accuses cop
of harassing him at the Union." First of all
as an employee at the Aquatic Center I
have dealt with UPD and specifically
Officer Robert Hall on many occasions.
Every incident was dealt with in a
professional manner and not once was
anyone "harassed." The overall effect of
this front page headliner was ludicrous. I
did not see any reason for this

insubstantiated article to be the focus of
our daily paper.
I am a caucasian with brown eyes and
brown hair. On many occasions I have
been told that I look "just like" someone
else, and not once did I try to detect any
"racial overtones." I am curious about
how Arneze Washington’s rights were
violated. Ames was asked aside, not
pulled, in an effort to protect his privacy.
He was interviewed because he fit a
description and he was pointed out.
Officer Hall was merely performing his
job. 1 have been pulled over because my

Roy Christman is a political science
professor
our government.
It’s become increasingly obvious to
me that our administration hopes that
our efforts will better economic relations
with the Soviets. As a result, ironically,
one of our intents in a possible war
would be to further the peace process
that the United States and the Soviets
seemingly have decided upon.
Improved economic ties with the
Soviets would also ease the United
States dependence on OPEC oil. The
Soviet Union produces more oil than
any other country in the world.
However, due to bad management, out
of date technology and a shortage of
capital, the Soviets need the United
States’ help.
With the drastic changes in the
Soviet’s attitude toward market
economies, I think we will see the
Soviet Union warmly welcome U.S.
investment in oil production inside
Soviet borders. It would certainly
benefit both countries.
Our intention to better ties with the
Soviets has absolutely nothing to do
with morals either. It’s simply economic
welfare.
I’m not saying that our presence is
right or wrong. I’m saying that the
escape from voluntary ignorance and
shortsighted thought is right.
The question is: Are you better off
taking the easy way out and hiding
behind ignorance and settling for face
value answers to complicated subjects?
I know I’m not. I suscribe to the
contention of 16th century British poet
and dramatist Christopher Marlowe. that
"there is no sin but ignorance "
Angus Klein is a
writer

*WWI Dail%

shill

car fit the description of a stolen car. The
Officer had every right to pull me over
and I know that my rights were not
violated in the process. Arneze’s rights
were not violated, he was merely being
interviewed. It seems to me that Arneze
Washington is just trying to get some
publicity, at another’s expense. Or could it
be possible that Arneze’s feelings were
hurt because Officer Hall did not
recognize him?
Kari Kolhly
Senior
Business
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SMOKE
From page I
Ron Duval, the executive
director of Spartan Shops, had
argued at the Nov. 19 Academic
Senate meeting that a smoking
ban in the campus dining
facilities would hurt Spartans
Shops’ business.
Mesher said Monday that a
study of the air quality should be
done at the dining facilities and
at the other places exempted
from the smoking ban.
Mesher disagreed with
allowing any exemption from
the smoking ban on campus
because SJSU’s ventilation

system, according to Mesher,
exposes non-smokers to secondhand smoke by recirculating air
from all parts of campus.
Mesher argued that the
residence halls’ policy regarding
smoking "allowing people to
smoke in rooms where people
are agreeable puts (nonsmokers) at a disadvantage."
He also argued that the
residence halls’ policy created
more work for the staff who has
to organize a "very elaborate
system of smoking and nonsmoking rooms."
"Banning smoking seems not
only the most economical but
also the most efficient thing to
do," Mesher said.

Censorship lawsuit upheld
WASHINGTON (AP) The
Supreme Court refused to kill a
lawsuit against a California community college’s officials accused
of unlawful censorship for blocking the on-campus performance of
a racially charged play.
The court, without comment
Monday, rejected an appeal by the
college officials.
The case raised the question of
whether college administrators
have the same broad power as public high school officials to limit
freedom of speech in school-sponsored activities.
The California dispute began in
June 1986 when Alan DiBona, a
drama teacher at San Diego Commmunity College, planned a class
production of "Split Second."
The play, written by Dennis McIntre, is about a black New York

City police officer who fatally
shoots a white suspect after the
suspect has taunted him with racial
slurs and epithets. The officer, following his split-second loss of control. places a knife in the victim’s
hand to make the shooting look
like self-defense.
DiBona planned to have the play
performed at the Educational Cultural Complex, a branch of the San
Diego college. Students auditioning for parts in the play were to receive course credit.
Robert Matthews, president of
the branch college, and James Hardison, dean of arts and sciences
there, opposed the performance.
They said community church
leaders who learned about the
planned performance were upset.
The college officials also expressed concern over profane Ian-

Four escapees at large
after county jail break War protesters arrested

MARTINEZ (AP)
The
crowded conditions at the Contra
Costa County Jail were eased
somewhat over the weekend when
six convicts escaped, going over a
wall on ladders left behind by construction workers.
Four of the escapees remained at
large Sunday night, the sheriff’s
office reported. Two men, Daniel
Ramirez and Vernon Walls, were
caught soon after the breakout.
which occurred just after midnight
Saturday night.
Those still sought were identified as Anthony W. Graybeal, 23;
DeWayne A. Jones, 28; Rafael C.

Warren, 23. and Thomas C. Jones.
24.
"We have a massive search out
for them," Sgt. Hal Rogers said.
"Any felon should be considered
dangerous, but these men were not
in for such violent crimes as homicide or rape. They were sentenced
for things like robbery or burglary."
The weekend escape occurred
while other inmates created a disturbance to distract guards, authorities said, and the fugitives threw a
desk through a window of a door
leading to a courtyard. In the
courtyard, they found the ladders
standing against a wall.

AIR
NAVAL
ALAMEDA
Sixteen people
STATION (API
were arrested Monday morning
during an anti-war demonstration
at the gates of the Alameda Naval
Air Station where they blocked traffic into the base for about two
hours.
Base spokeswoman Virginia
Felker-Thrope said the arrests
made by the Alameda Police De-

Channel tunnel diggers
unite Britain with France
SANGATTE. France (AP)
Cheers erupted on both sides of the
English Channel Saturday when
British and French workers digging the Channel Tunnel finally
met after knocking out a passage
large enough to walk through and
shake hands.
"Today, for the first time, men
can cross the Channel underground," President Francois Mitterrand said Saturday. "What a
brilliant sign of the vitality of our
two countries."
The breakthrough came in a 6foot-tall service tunnel that will be
used to maintain two rail tunnels
still being bored. It marked a sym-

bolic milestone in Europe’s biggest
engineering project.
Using jackhammers. Graham
Fagg, 42, of Dover, and Philippe
Cozette, 37, of Calais, knocked
out the last foot of chalk to link up
the British and French sides of the
tunnel which has been dubbed a
"chunnel."
The smiling pair then clasped
hands, embraced and exchanged
their national flags. Workmen in
overalls looked on and applauded.
"God Save the Queen!" cried
French workers, uncorking cham
pagnc bottles.
"Vive la France!" came the
reply from the British side

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU student, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge

CAMPUS MINISTRY:

Bible Study stuoy UI
Jeremiah. 1230-1 30 pm SU Montalvo
Room. call 298-0204

SJSU FANTASY
TODAY
P.R.S.S.A.: How to get your first job in public relations 7pm SU Costanoan Room
call 248-5683

HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General meeting. 530 pm Chicano Resource Center. Walguist Library North call
924-2707
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Car
Care- a Workshop and Demonstration by
Mechanic Sharon Smith. 4-6 pm SU
Montalvo Room. call 924-6500

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Co-op The Finishing Touches. 2pm SU
Almaden Room call 924-6048

CHICANO LIBRARY RESOURCE CENTER: Dr Gregorio Mora s presentation on
’What happened to the Mexican Revolution noon -1 pm Wahlquist North Room
307 call 924-2207 924-2815
WEDNESDAY

AND STRATEGY CLUB
Weekly meeting. 6-1045 pin S U Costa
noan Room, call 924-7097

PEOPLE FOR PEACE NOW!:

Forum. 12’
pm SU Anphitheater. call 924-5467
VOICE.: Candle Lite Vigil. 7 psi Fou,
lain by the Tower Hail

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
CLUB: Last meeting of semester, election
officers and tips on resume writing, 5-6 p m
S U Costanoan Room call 984-5346
PHI ALPHA THETA HISTORY HONOR SOCIETY: Dr Robert Schaeffer will talk on
Coming Apart at the Seams separatist
movements and disintegration of nation
states 5 p m Dudley Moorhead Hall Room
150 cal1971-8256

PSI

CHI: Officer elections, 5 p m. Dudley
Moorhead Hall Room 357. call 241-1526

STUDENT AFFILIATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESPECT: Meeting. 5 pm. Duo

..Motivated top performer, able to work in a politically and
ethnically diverse setting.. Commitment to public
scnice...College graduate by October 1991 Willing to devote
II months to a program that may change your life...
. then call

1-800-776-1761.
CAUFORNIA STATE
LEGISIA1URE

Di AM Fr,

AUDITIONS

the world s NI produ-2 eliteiroronent is
holding auditions br the 1991 season at GREAT AMERICA, Santa
Clara, California A variety of positions are available and o travel
fee will be paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles
to the pork
Kings Productions,

SAN JOSE Saturday, December I , 1990
San Jose State University, Drama/Theatre Building
1 3 p m Singers and Specialty Acts
4-5 p m Dancers and Instrumentalists
1 5 30 p m Technicians/Wardrobe
1
SAN FRANCISCO-- Friday, December 7 1990
San Francisco State University Music Building
4’6 p m Singers and Specialty Acts
6 7 p m Dancers and Instrumentalists
47 p m Technictons/Wardrobe
Saturday, December 8, 1990
SAN JOSE
Son Jose State University Theatre Arts Building
12 2 p m Singers and Specialty Acts
3-4 pm Dancers and Instrumentulests
12-4 p m Technicoans/Wardrohe
Foe odditronol inforrnotrce,
Groot Anwon roorainnotni /rept 408 .
Plow Productions BOO/ SAO 5464
KINGS ISLAND KINGS DOMINON
GREAT AMERICA CANADA’S w(114OIkunri
Produrtrons

ley Moorhead Hall Room 234. 924-5467

Lesbiar.
group 1-2 45 p m, Administration Buildin,;
Room 2228. call 924-6500

TWO FOR ONE NIGHT

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT

San Jose State students (with valid ID)
may purchase two tickets for the price
of one ($4) for the first 1990-91 regular
season home game.

DEPARTMENT OF ANTHROPOLOGY
AND CYBERNETIC SYSTEMS: End of semester faculty and student party 5 30-7 30
p m Duncan Hall Room 208 call 924 5712

ASPB: Wednesday Nile Cinema Tie Me
Up, Tie Me Down, 69 pm S U Ballroom
call 924-6263

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK: career op
portundy in social work conference 1-4 30
pm SU Loma Pneta Room call 9245800
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Communion service 12 15 p m Campus Christian Center Chapel call 298-0204
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY:

The
Catholic Adventure 7 p m Campus Chris298-0204
call
tian Center Chapel

L DEFECTIVE

MI

IM MI NI In

: $2 Off per hour Mac Rental :
I

.
I
I
I

i
i

$2 Off per hour on self-service Macintosh’ computer time at participating Kirk
One coupon per customer Not valid with any other otter Expires 1/15/91

Offer is good between II:00pm & 7:00am
only, and only at the following location.

* 295-4336

310 S. Third St

lunkol

I
I

I
I
II

.

i

the copy center
=mum

ow

um mot= um am al

The best lesson is experience.

vs

Washington State
Wednesday, December 5
7:30 pm Event Center
Purchase tickets at the Event Center
Box Office at SJSU or call 924 -FANS
for more information.
to first 2,500 fans

Sponsored by the Department of Forestry.

Apple Computer invites you to On us and explore a unique learning
opportunity. You’ll participate in a hands-on lesson plan which will give
you a chance to experience life after school. These are full-time, paid.
9 month to 1 year positions.
Successful candidates will be Phone Representatives for Apple’s Customer
Relations’ 830 Youll learn about our products, programs, and policies,
improve your professional communication skills, and work with a highly
motivated, energetic team.
You should be working on your Bachelor’s or Mager’s degree in Communications, Business, Marketing or Engineering. User level knowledge of Apple
Computers is also required, as are accurate typing abilities and excellent
written/verbal communication skills.
For more information, or to apply, please contact the Cooperative Internship
Office/Career Planning & Placement Center in Building Q
AR* Complier hoe corpora’ tamislisentkuhn grind* of dlymirt In that spirit_
mkt’s appllesdow ham 1211IdosIs. Women. ntinorttie. ...warn and ambled
ledIrliols sir encouraged to apph

The power to be your best.’
01990 V* fowler. Itx Apple of the x,cwlop lite rewrira trachwelo a nripk Gamma, 1ne

JEWISH
STUDENTS
YOU ARE NEEDED NOW!
you are
interested
ill establishing
a HILLEL,
attend this
URGENT
meeting.

IPLav? Spartans

Basketball trading cards

MB 11111 IM

CUSTOMER LIBATIONS INTERNSHIP

WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER:

S U Almaden Room. call 924-6030

--Rob Neill

Assembly
Fellowship Program

Room 217

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Interview Preparation 530 pm

copies.
Wahlquist was still
supporting SJSU. "Less than
a year ago I saw him at
baseball games." said Janet
Redding, director of alumni
affairs.
He is survived by his sons
Don and Carl. sister Mable
and five grandchildren.
Services were held for
Wahlquist Monday morning
at the Darling-Fischer Chapel
in San Jose. Burial was
scheduled for the Los Gatos
Memorial Park in San Jose.

We know that sometimes you have the F tMSIM.Nt
kind of work that only you can do. That’s
why at Kinko’s, you can come in and work yourself on our Macintosh.
computers. We’ll even give you $2 off of our hourly rental rate to try it
vuurs,-If god we won’t rush s00’
IM

If This
Describes You...

Front page I

Work at our
place, at
your pace.

partment occured without incident
and the demonstration by about 70
people was peaceful.
The anti -war demonstration was
held to support Jeff Paterson, a
Corporal in the U.S. Marine Corps
scheduled to go on trial today in
Hawaii. The 22-year-old from
Hollister faces a general court martial for refusing to go to Saudi Arabia

STUDENT VIDEO PRODUCTION ASSOCIATION: Meeting 5 p m Hough Gillis Hall

Diplomas to Dollars Job Search Stratege,
tot College Grads 130 7 p m call 924
6048
Career Planning and Placement Center
Resume I Resume Preparation 1 30 p rt’
S U Almaden Room
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Organizing your Job Hunt 330 pm S ii
Almaden Roars call 924-6048

guage used in the play. saying it
could inflame racial tensions already sparked by a local murder
case in which a young black man
was accused of shooting two police
officers.
Hardison told DiBona to choose
a play that was more uplifting. He
suggested "The Wiz." an adaptation of "The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz" with an all-black cast.
When DiBona refused, the college cancelled his class.
He and his students performed
"Split Second" off campus. None
of the students received course
credit for the performance, and Di Bona was not paid by the college.
DiBona and a student, Scott
Gundlach, sued Matthews and
Hardison for allegedly violating
their tree-speech rights.

CHIEF

Stan Morrison, Head
Basketball coach says
"That’s 2 for the price of 1,"
"Be there, I’m taking roll "

WEDNESDAY DEC. 5th
7pm
Whalc
Campus Christian (
San Carlos and 1011i
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COZY UP TO A BOOK
OVER THE HOLIDAYS
Largest bookstore in
the bay area
Specializing in
science fiction and
fantasy
new and used books
CDs, tapes, and
records
Mon. - Thur 10am - 9pm
Fri & Sat 10am - lOpm
Sun 12pm - 8pm
138 E. Santa Clara
(near 4th)

tr&_Recycle 1.;z
In: Book Store

286-6275

44444444444444444444,4 4444**
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THE
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14

44
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DONI I.ET SANTA GET DIRT
SAVE 1016
OFF CHIMNEY CLEANING
WITH AD. EXP. 1211S110

sovrsG
FIEE.PLACK
ACCE.SSOHIEN
MUSICAL CHIMES
BRANS tarn.;
WINDSOCKS KITES
EARTHQUAKE:
SUPPLIES
’
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Son. 12.4
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354-5544

301 N. Santa Cruz At
Los Gatos
Across from Wows,

Celebrate the Hol

14
44

110! IR)!
110!

81111-80*,,f01
oltwria GE
EXCH"

STORE HOURS
MON-THU 10AM TO 10PM
FRI-SAT 10AM-12 PAiD
SUN 12 NOON-9PM
109 EAST SANTA CLARA ST.
(Bohr/eon 3RD & 41111)

ONE BLOCK FROM SJSU

294-0345
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Live Reggae VIA
&So
College
Live Jazz &
39!
50 University Ave

50 University Ave Los Gatos Lower Level, Old Town .395-2267
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VIA

BACKDOOR BARBECUE
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SANTA says,
"Buy’em CDs!"

fot at410
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CALVIN KLEIN

RALPH LAUREN

ever

CHRIS! nkALS.
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THE FASHION STORE
FOR THE FAMILY
OF THE 90S
TOP BRANDS
LARGEST SELECTION
BEST SERVICE
AND WERE NOT IN A MALL

0

For your Holiday shopping

BRING IN THIS COUPON FOR

20,/c. OFF
ANY 1 ITEM
1Per customer
.Not applicable to weekly specials

emembe
Used to
It Still Does./

*Good thru Dec 161990
*Free Gift Wrapping

101 N Santo Cruz Ave.
Los C4r-itne, (IMP) 154-1343

CLUB

z
0

HOLIDAY HOURS.
Mon Fri 9-9
Sat 9-6
Sun 12-5
OSH KOSH

CELEBRATE THE SE)
HANDMADE, NM
CENTERPI
"0-

e=7

CO UN I kV
1( I) I -G

id
I i
IL

G111

0
GOTCHA

HOLDS
TUBS SA1 Y 10
SUN 5150)40’

01

COM

HOLIDAY
GIFT IDEAS AND DECORATIONS
custom designed floral arrangements
fruit and speciality gift baskets
delivery

Bring in this COUPON for a 10% discount
law
(408) 996-101

AIN NI NB
ii

NEN

1821 Saratoga Avenue

Saratoga,CA 95070

44E11117,114,

DEIL
00000
000000
000000
000000
000000
00000
000

444444444444

411. mill;

GIFT IDEAS IN A
FLASH
FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER AT CHRISTMAS

FILM
PAPER
CHEMISTRY
SUPPLIES
Di5eDgOlt

ggae Wednesdays, Fridays.
&Saturdays
liege Night Thursdays.
Jazz & Blues Tuesdays.
395-8600
litylise. Old Town Los Gatos

Los
GATOS
the Holidays Kamikaze St. le,
Yes,
every night
of the week
at the... #4,
tjli )tel3

, r,
,
IA; A

1.

AllaritAlUalcl!

(408) 354-220
T41 1/2 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA

Ncrect Skilty

451 South Fourth Street, San Jose
275-9649
M -F 9-5:30 Sat 10-2

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE

SAVE 20%
On Merchandise
Throughout the Store
DEC. 3rd to DEC. 22nd
*SEE THE SPECIALLY PRICED ITENIS IN Otilt
1.11,FCTRONICS X ( ONIPI TFI2 1)1.11’RINIENTS

Christmas Faire
emember How Christmas
Used to Smell?
Ill Does At Country Gardens
RATE THE SEASON WITH OUR TRADITIONAL
NDMADE, NATURAL FLOWER WREATHS,
cENTERPIFICES AND BASKETS

I.Kgest Selection Of Dried Flowers
I’me And Garden Decor
Fine Handcrafts
cllooks & Cards Home Fragranic.
GUM THAT ARE REMEMBERED
(40S) 3344280
114 ROYCE STREET

Fiehind The Good Faith Restaursni
COMPLIMENTARY GIFT WRAP ALWAYS

NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND
*EXCLUSIONS: MONT BLANC PENS, CLASS RINGS, TEST FORMS,
TEXTBOOK, COP IPUTER & ELECTRONIC DEPARTMENTS
AND MOVIE VIDEOS

The 21st Annual
Student Union Christmas Faire
at San Jose State University
December 3 7 1990
Monday Friday 9 00-5 00
Christmas Faire Coffee House
Student Union. Lower Level
Monday Friday 9 00-300
Art Crafts Food Music
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A young Estonian comes to SJSU and he’s...

Finding a musical home,
halfway around the world
ellcrs arc soon* of the reminders of home
good fortune,
With
and the help of his
host family,
Martin Kuuskmann, a SJSU
student from the Soviet
Republic of Estonia, has
found the American lifestyle
to his liking and seems to
have slid into American
society as if he was born into
it.
In March, Kuuskmann was a
guest at Live Oak High School in
Morgan Hill.
His visit was coordinated by
Michael Rubino, school band
director, because of Kuuskmann’s
ability to speak English and play a
wind instrument well.
One of five students that met the
criteria. Kuuskmann. 19. stayed
with the family of Judy and Larry
Beshears while at Live Oak.
Kuuskmann, a bassoonist.
comes from Tallin, the capital city
of the small Soviet republic
situated on the Baltic Sea.
One of three children, he is the
son of an engineer, while his
mother is a piano teacher.
"I am not Russian, I am
Estonian." Kuuskmann said.
Estonia was independent until
1940 when the Soviets gained
control.
Many Estonians have some
negative feelings toward the
Russians. while the people of two
With a poster of Estonia’s capital, TaIlin, in the background, Martin Kuuskman reads letters from his family in Estonia
different
countries
have
mentalities.
He added that Estonians don’t
consider Americans enemies.
while many Russians do.
Before Kuuskmann returned to
Estonia in March. host parent Judy
Beshears took him to an audition
with Vernon Read, an SJSU music
instructor.
Impressed with Kuuskmann’s
music ability, he worked to get
him a scholarship from the music
department.
"Martin plays the bassoon as
well as any high school student
I’ve heard. He could be admitted
to any conservatory in the
country." said Read, who has
taught at SJSU since 1962.
Kuuskmann also received the
support of Alan and Phyllis
Simpkins. SJSU alumni and the
founders of the International
Center at SJSU.
They offered Kuuskmann two
years of room and board at the
Elena Varritu looks a hit center.
He jumped at the chance of
confused while watching her
boyfriend attempt to hit a returning to this country.
"Studying here makes sense
golf ball with the club
because I can develop more and it
backwards.

Martin Kuuskmann practices the
bassoon with Vernon Read, an
SJSU music instructor. Read says,
"Kuuskmann has had excellent

will give me more opportunity to
find work at home." he said, now
majoring in music at SJSU.
Kuuskmann normally plays
German style bassoon. Here he is
learning how to play American
style, and while he was in Estonia
he became acquainted with the
Russian style of playing.
Adapting to life at the college
has been profoundly "simple" for
Kuuskmann.
Kuuskmann takes breaks from
studying to allow for free time.
On Sunday he is with his
American girlfriend, Elena
Yarritu. playing miniature golf. or
going to a concert or recital.
On weeknights he is with his
room-mates. (Damiano Bruni from
Italy and Aditya Inamdar from
India) drying clothes, hanging out
watching television, or having a
conversation with a friend outside.
In addition, Kuuskmann never
forgets the Beshears. He goes
"home- to them most weekends.
When asked how he feels about
life in the Soviet Union.
Kuuskmann is quick to say the
subject depresses him.
"When I go to Moscow or
Lenningrad. especially in the
winter. I become very depressed
because there are so many people
dressed in grey, brown, black, or
dark blue, and no one smiles," said
Kuuskmann.
"The snow is black and dirty.
Everything in Russia is gray
even the food."
Kuuskmann speaks Russian.
English (which he is currently
taking classes on at SJSU).
Estonian. and Finish.
He enjoys European style
clothes, California weather. and
American food. He wants to he a
solo bassoonist and a symphony
player.
The Beshears feel like
Kuuskmann is one of the family.
"He has no future at home,"
said Larry Beshears.
"He’s so talented and such an
appreciative young guy. and we
know he wouldn’t have the
opportunity to do as well here,
at least, he will have the
opportunity."
Kuuskmann has had luck
getting to this countrylielp has
come from the Estonian musical
culture paying for his air fare.
SJSU giving him scholarship
money, the International Center
providing him a place to live. the
Beshears assisting him with the
balance, and the relaxing of the
Soviet Union’s attitude toward the
United States. It is almost like a
fairy tale come true.

grounding.
If he follows our
program, he can be one of the best
bassoonists in the country."

Story and photos
by
Ann Nelson
Relaxing after dinner with his host family,
the Beshears, Kuuskmann plays Trivial
Pursuit with (left to right) Hillary, Judy,

and Larry. Kuuskman stayed with the
Beshears while attending Live Oak High
School in Morgan Hill.

[ ORIGINAL DE

SPORTS

SJSU looks to Huskies
after loss to San Diego
Brotherton started ahead of
sophomore Kevin Logan, who
was benched for the first time in
30 contests.
Without two starters, the
Spartans relied on senior guard
Andre Brooks, who scored 22
points. Brooks’ total was fueled
by four 3 -pointers. Sophomore
forward Charles Terrell pitched
in with 16 points.
Morrison didn’t indicate how
long Allen and Brotherton will
remain in the starting lineup, although the youngsters didn’t do
much to discourage their coach
in San Diego.
Allen, a six -foot-five-inch
guard, who was the hottest
Spartan in the team’s first two
games, was held to just four
points against the Toreros.
While Allen’s production
cooled-off in San Diego, Brotherton had his finest game as a
Spartan thus far, as he hit five of
six from the field to post 10
points.

By Bill Williamson
Daily staff writer

Regardless
of
Monday
night’s outcome at Cal, the
SJSU men’s basketball team
will be glad to get back to the
Event Center on Wednesday
night against Washington State.
The Spartans lost their first
three games of the 1990-91
campaign, all of them on the
road, with the latest being Saturday night’s 98-81 loss at U.C.
San Diego.
The Toreros dominated a new
Spartan lineup from the outset.
Spartan coach Stan Morrison
tried a new double-freshman
lineup to stir his club after losing its first two games in Texas
by a total of 45 points.
The Spartans used a starting
lineup with freshman Jason
Allen and Mike Brotherton.
Allen replaced senior guard
Troy Batiste, who did not suit
up because of a posterior hip
pointer he suffered at Lamar.

days until
Cal Bowl
"Our ultimate goal is to win the California Bowl
and! think we have the talent to do just that."
Spartan head coach Terry Shea
Aug. 27, 1990
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Omaha
downs
Jammers
By Mark Smith
Daily staff writer

The oldest basketball league is
not the one that boasts Magic Johnson or Larry Bird, but the league
that harbors fringe players and outcasts.
Yes, the Continental Basketball
Association has been around for
more than 50 years and now acts as
the farm system to the National
Basketball Association.
From great metropolitan areas
like San Jose to Albany, the CBA
has teams in 16 different cities,
making up two conferences and
four divisions.
The fast paced tempo of the
CBA was typified by Friday
night’s game between the last
place San Jose Jammers and the
first place Omaha Racers in front
of 2,833 Jammers fans at the Event
Center.
The Racers lived up to their
name running past the Jammers
140-127.
Omaha increased its lead in the
Midwest Divsion with a 10-1 record, while the Jammers fell to 29, last place in the Western Division.
However, the score does not indicate how close the game was. In
fact, the Jammers had a slim 72-71
halftime lead. If it was not for a

Dan Ocampo

Daily staff photographer

The San Jose Jammers Jervis Cole, #32, is fouled by Omaha Racers Mark Peterson, #35, as he
attempts a shot.The Omaha Racers defeated the Jammers 140-127 Friday night at the Event Center.
complete collapse in the fourth forward Jervis Cole made an im- points. Les scored from long
quarter resulting in a multitude of pact with 20 points and a game- range, sinking three 3-point bascrucial turnovers, the outcome high 15 rebounds. Crowd favorite kets, and Hunter scored from inFreddie Banks, formally a Runnin’ side. Tim Legler, a LaSalle alum,
could have been different.
The back breaker was a four Rebel from UNLV, scored 16 shot from the stratosphere with
four 3-pointers and 26 points overpoint play by Rod Mason. He hit a points.
all.
three point field goal while RichThe high powered Racers
ard Morton. the league’s leading
San Jose hits the road to the
scorer who’s averaging more than boasted three players scoring 20
points apiece. Former Utah Jazz southwest facing the Wichta Falls
3(1 points per game, fouled him.
Morton scored his usual game- bench jockey Jim Les and North Texans on Tuesday night, then
high 31 points while leading the Carolina State standout Brian takes a small jaunt to Oklahoma
team in assists with eight. Power Howard tied for a team high 27 City to meet the Cavalry.

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BEN AI JERRY’. ICE CREAM
WANTED Caring. committed
socially conscious person(a)
to earn as RENA JERRY

WHOLESALE
Nintendo Genesis TO to
Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
direct to save yourself

VIDEO GAMES

lime money. 8 sr-neon,
l days a week. Call today

Campus representative
GOAL To help BEN I JERRY.
amain student orgenUallons
working tor PEACE. In
environment or other

for more into VISA MC
Call No. 1415)375-8000 or
14081759-8000

humenitarlan values
CONTACT Greg Tanner
Ben & Jerry
405 Florin Rd *123
Sacramento. Cs 95631
1916)420-1872
INTERNSHIPS WELCOME!
DENTAL SERVICSS
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’
Save your teeth eyes
and money too
Cleanings and office
wins at no charge
For brochure see
AS oltice or cali
1.800-655,3775
San Jose State
WING CHUN BUNG FU
This Chinese sell
defense system was
formed to *Inman
unnecessary tinny
movements and to
achieve quick
direct results You
will learn detailed
theoretical appli
cation with
pcactical street
wise fighting
techniques I essons
are laugh’ using
traditional one on
one methods Women
and men are
encouraged. apply
Mon and Wed 7 9tarri
at SPX 207
Situ Steve Wong
293 3644

’AUTOMOTIVE
78

Good
CAPRICE CHEVROLET
condition AT PS 1713 $1900 Call
14081238 07813

BOATS
TRUCKS
SEIZED CARS
4wheelers motorhornes by FBI
Available your area
IRS DE
C
now Call I 805687 7555
1255

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER REPAIR
Data recovery hardware
upgrades Software con
suiting LOW PRICES. Mao
sale oi accessories
VINA COMPUTER SERVICE
420 E Santa Clam St
between 0th A 101n Si
behind SJSU garage
Monday Friday 6 PM 9 PM
Sat Sun 10 AM 6 PM
Call 294-1345

FOR SALE
1799 Hamilton Ave
Call 266 3042

S J
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585 lull $gS queen 01115 Mine
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15)745 0900
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hours volunteer stalus Room XL
Board provided plus benefits Call
The Christian Embassy al 913-

LOST -MISSING KEVIN "CUPID- BIG
LER Last seen at Delta Zeta, 11
found please return to PI Kap.
Alpha
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Twins light up Event Center
By Rob Neill
Daily staff writer

The Cocteau Twins’ Sunday
night show at the Event Center was
dominated not by the stage presence of the band members, but the
light, smoke and shadow effects
constantly used during the show.
Which makes sense. The Scottish trio’s music, occasionally referred to by detractors as hi-tech
yodeling is dominated by swilling
guitars and swooping lyrics which
seem closer to fog and shadows
than most bands in-your-face delivery.
Vocalist Liz Fraser, whose indecipherable vocals are the groups’
trademark, led the audience on an
aural tour of the groups’ last two
American albums.
The show lasted for a little over
an hour and a half and largely ignored the six year body of independent label work the band had built
up before many of their new fans
discovered them.
Live, the Twins have much to
recommend them. Fraser’s voice,
so strong on record that it could be
argued the sound is more studio
than human creation, is as powerful and versatile an instrument on
stage as on recording.
The Twin’s live line-up, with
two added guitarists, faithfully

,46.^

By Paul Wheaton
’Predator 2" is in town with a
few days to kill. The victims are
audiences with a couple of hours to
kill.
Danny Glover stars as Detective-Lt. Mike Harrigan in one of
the poorest high-budget productions to date. The story line fails to
develop any characters and the
promise of a violent-action-thriller
is welshed on.
The story takes place in the year
1997. Los Angeles encounters a
heat wave and in the middle of violent drug wars, the predator begins
its killing.
Harrigan pursues the alien predator after it kills gang lords and the
cops on Harrigan’s force. Harrigan
can’t investigate the case because
Federal Agent Peter Keyes (Gary
Busey) declares it a federal case.
Not one to follow rules, Harrigan stays on the predator’s trail
without knowing exactly who or
what it is.
With an obsessive-compulsive
personality, Harrigan fears heights
but doesn’t shy away from violence. He thinks nothing of killing
drug-gang members, which he
aptly does.
Revealing nothing else of Harrigan’s personal life, the movie
leaves the audience with many
questions. What motivates him?
Does he have a family?
One fact made blatantly obvious
is that Hanigan can sweat like no
one else. Not since Robert Hayes
sweated buckets of water trying to
land in the movie "Airplane!" has
a character sweated so profusely.
The advertising and hype generated for this movie promised an action-packed thriller but the actual
product falls far short.
Audience members who love violent movies get robbed. Most
scenes that involve killing are
avoided all together and the audience is left on the scene after the
crime was committed,
Virtually every scene where the
predator kills people becomes confusing in all the frantic short cuts
and awkward camera angles. It’s
difficult to decipher what happens
in those scenes.
The movie has taken the actionthriller genre too seriously and forgot to give the audience any satisfaction. With a less than admirable
hero, no-action action scenes, and
an unfulfilling ending, "Predator
2" teases it’s audience.
It was saddening to see a fine
performance by Danny Glover, ruined by a production that fails on
so many levels.
By releasing "Predator 2" over
the Thanksgiving weekend, 20th
Century Fox insured that people
could eat their turkey and watch
one too.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Tamara De Treaux, a 31 -inch-tall actress who played the role of the
lovable alien in the Oscar-winning "E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial," has died. She was 31.
Miss De Treaux died Wednesday of respiratory and heart problems at Medical Center of North
Hollywood. said a friend, Ken
Maley.
Miss De Treaux launched her
career in small theaters in San
Francisco and joined a singing

group called The Medtlies in
1980.
Director Steven Spielberg
spotted her during a Medflies
performance at the Rosy club in
Los Angeles. He hired her to
take on the role of the Earthstuck alien in "E.T." after the
original actor was injured.
The actress later revealed that
she played the lovable but ugly
E.T. in scenes that required
movement, while a robot was

used in close-ups.
Miss De Treaux also appeared
in "Ghoulies" as Greedigut and
in "Rockula" as Bat Dork. She
recently completed filming in
"Love in Venice" and "The
Linguine Incident."
She is survived by her mother,
Barbara Detro, a brother and a
Services were scheduled Tuesday at Forest Lawn Memorial
Park in North Hollywood.

Anna Marie Remedios - Daily staff photographer

Lead vocalist Elizabeth Fraser of the Cocteau Twins
replicates their layered, fragile
sound.
The band also recognizes its
faults, making up for not being
showy performers (contact with
the audince was limited to Fraser’s
mumbled thank-yous after songs)
with a dazzling light show that
matched the music.
The show also had its faults.
The pummelling lead guitar was
never loud enough to battle above
the other instruments and the
whole show was too soft.
The Twins also ran into the
problem many other bands without
drummers face when they play
live, in that the mechanized substitute gave the show flat, unsponta-

"Predator 2"
teases viewers
into dull show
Daily staff writer

Actress who portrayed alien E.T. passed away

neous pacing.
Still, as a collection of new
songs for a new audience, and following a four-year break from
touring America, the show was
surprisingly lively.
The sound inside the Event Center was also surprisingly good.
considering it’s parkay basketball
floor and high ceiling. The venue
should prove eminently suitable
for the expanded concert schedule
it is currently booking.
The Twins will be in the bay
area for three shows, playing additonal gigs in Berkeley and San
Francisco.
If Sunday’s show was any indication, they are well worth seeing.

A gambler
who trusted no one.
A woman
who risked everything.
And a passion
that brought them
together in the
most dangerous city
in the world.
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COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few
short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the
dreaded astronomy exam.
On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps
keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So
even when the subject matter’s dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.
If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could haw mastered the solar
system faster, too.
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